
CCS-UK Short Term Fallback : Request For Inter-Airport / Transit Removal      FB 16
(submit to Customs in Triplicate)                                                (HMC / TSO /AGT copy)
___________________________________________________________________________

To HM  CUSTOMS & EXCISE
Please grant manual release for the following * INTER-AIRPORT / * TRANSIT REMOVAL REQUEST,
which I am currently unable to input to CCS-UK due to problems with the *____________system.
(* complete as appropriate).

I UNDERTAKE to input this removal requests as soon as the system is available.

signed   ___________________       name _______________________       date________________

Agent name  ________________________________   code ___________    tel _________________

shed awp awn hwn srf nop gwt

description AOO AOD LRI POS agents  ref

AOO = Airport Of Origin,  AOD = Airport of Destination,
LRI = Licence, or Restricted, or Revenue Goods Indicator (including individual CT guarantee required),
POS = (air)port of shipment/re-export.
__________________________________________________________________________

CUSTOMS MANUAL RELEASE AUTHORITY
Released for Inter-Airport / Transit Removal to the
above destination.
signed  _____________________

Customs ref _________________

checked input made on CCS-UK initials date

                                                                                                                                    FB 16

  date stamp



CCS-UK Short Term Fallback : Request For Inter-Airport / Transit Removal                                                                     FB 16 (multi)
(submit to Customs in Triplicate)                                                                                                                               (HMC / TSO /AGT copy)
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
To HM  CUSTOMS & EXCISE
Please grant manual release for the following * INTER-AIRPORT / * TRANSIT REMOVAL REQUEST(s),  which I am currently unable
to input to CCS-UK due to problems with the *____________system. (* complete as appropriate).
I UNDERTAKE to input these removal requests as soon as the system is available.

signed   ___________________      name _______________________       date________________   tel ___________________

agent name  ________________________________   code ___________    Import Shed __________  (must all be in same shed)

awp airwaybill house awb srf nop gwt description AOO AOD LRI POS AGTREF

AOO = Airport Of Origin,  AOD = Airport of Destination.                                                                                            [Delete unused lines]
LRI = Licence, or Restricted, or Revenue Goods Indicator (including individual CT guarantee required), POS = (air)port of shipment/re-export.
________________________________________ __________________________________________________________________________
CUSTOMS MANUAL RELEASE AUTHORITY
Released for Inter-Airport / Transit Removal to the
above destinations.
signed  _____________________

Customs ref _________________

checked input made on CCS-UK initials date

                                                                                                                                                                                               FB16 (multi)

  date stamp




